Abstract. The Cohen-Macaulay locus of any finite module over a noetherian local ring A is studied and it is shown that it is a Zariski-open subset of Spec A in certain cases. In this connection, the rings whose formal fibres over certain prime ideals are Cohen-Macaulay are studied.
Introduction
Assume that M is a module of finite dimension d over a noetherian ring A. For an ideal a of A, denote H i a (M ) as the ith local cohomology module of M with respect to a to be the ith right derived functor of the section functor Γ a (M ) := {x ∈ M : a n x = 0 for some positive integer n}. The topological property of the Cohen-Macaulay loci of modules is an important tool. In [7, Theorem 8.3 ], T. Kawasaki shows that when the ring A is catenary, the openness of CM(B) of any finite A-algebra B is a crucial assumption if one expects all equidimensional finite A-module M (i.e. dim A (M ) = dim A/p for all minimal prime p ∈ Supp A (M )) have finite Cousin complexes (see Notation 1.1).
The Cohen-Macaulay loci of modules have been studied by many authors.
Grothendieck in [5] states that CM(M ) is an open subset of Spec A whenever A is an excellent ring. In [11] , C. Rotthaus and L. Şega study the Cohen-Macaulay loci of graded modules over a noetherian homogeneous graded ring A = i∈N A i considered as A 0 -modules. In [6] , Grothendieck (i) A is universally catenary ring and all of its formal fibres are Cohen-Macaulay.
(ii) The Cousin complex C A (A/p) is finite for all p ∈ Spec (A).
(iii) A/p has a uniform local cohomological annihilator for all p ∈ Spec (A).
Moreover, the defining ideal of non-Cohen-Macaulay locus of M is given concretely under the finiteness of C A (M ) (Corollary 4.5). 
where
is the natural map (see [12] for details). We choose the notations
We call the Cousin complex C A (M ) finite whenever each H l M is finite as A-module. We have the following natural exact sequences:
for all l ≥ −1.
Attached primes of local cohomology modules
In this section we assume that (A, m) is local and that M is a finite A-module of dimension d. Although the main purpose of this section is to find the main tool 
Proof. Assume that s is an integer such that 0 ≤ s < d and dim A (H
Consider the exact sequence (1.2) with l = s which gives the exact sequence
for all integers t. As s < d, by [13, Theorem] , we get
Next consider the exact sequence (1.3) with l = s which gives the exact sequence
Choosing t > 0 in the above exact sequence we obtain that
As a consequence, from (2.1) and (2.2), we get
(because j + 1 ≤ i < d and [13, Theorem] ). Hence the exact sequence (1.3) with
Recall that an artinian A-module N admits a reduced secondary representation 
The following statements hold true.
Proof. (i). We prove by induction on j, 
Assume that −1 ≤ j < t − 1 and (2.4) holds. First note that (1.2) with l = j + 1 implies the exact sequence
On the other hand from the exact sequence (1.3) with l = j + 2 we have the exact sequence (2.6)
As H
Now, (2.7) and (2.4) complete the induction argument. Thus we have
On the other hand, considering the fact that H 0 m (M t ) = 0, it follows from the exact
(ii). Consider the exact sequence (1.2) with l = t−i which imply the exact sequence
[13, Theorem]). Therefore we have isomorphisms
Consider the exact sequence (1.3) with l = t − i which induces the exact sequence
As, by assumption dim A (H
) = 0 and so one obtains an epimorphism
By successive use of (2.9) and (2.8) one obtains an epimorphism
On the other hand, we have seen at the end of part (i) that, we have H
Therefore, from the exact sequence (1.3) with l = t, we get H 
It is well-known that Att
Corollary 2.4. Assume that (A, m) is a local ring, M is a finite A-module and that C A (M ) is finite. Let l < d be an integer. The following statements are equivalent.
Proof. 
(ii)=⇒(i). By descending induction on l. For l = d − 1 we have nothing to prove.
The following result is now a clear conclusion of the above corollary.
Corollary 2.5. Assume that (A, m) is a local ring, M is a finite A-module which is not Cohen-Macaulay and that
The following corollary gives us a non-vanishing criterion of H
Corollary 2.6. Assume that (A, m) is a local ring and that M is a finite A-module such that C A (M ) is finite. Then
Proof. It is clear by Proposition 2.3.
Cohen-Macaulay locus
Throughout this section A is a noetherian ring not necessarily local and M is a finite A-module. In the case A is local, we use M as the completion of M with respect to the maximal ideal of A. The objective of this section is to study the Cohen-Macaulay locus CM(M ) =: {p ∈ Spec A : M p is Cohen-Macaulay A p -module} of M . Our main goal is to find out when it is a Zariski-open subset of Spec A. We first mention a remark for future references. 
The following lemma shows that the Cohen-Macaulay locus of a finite module is open if it is true for certain submodules of M .
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a noetherian ring, let M be a finite A-module, and let
Proof. For each T ∈ S, it is clear that
Let q ∈ CM(M ) and set
Hence pA q ∈ Ass Aq (M q )) which implies that p ∈ T ′ . This contradicts with the fact that Ass
Therefore from the exact sequence
Conversely, assume that T ∈ S and that q ∈ CM(M T ) \ ∪
Note that if A/0 : A M is catenary, then each module M T in the above lemma is an equidimensional A-module. Therefore one can state the following remark. (i) M has a uniform local cohomological annihilator.
(ii) M is locally equidimensional and A/p has a uniform local cohomological annihilator for all p ∈ Min A (M ).
Proof. In the following, we give a characterization for a module to have a uniform local cohomological annihilator in terms of the sets of attached primes of local cohomology modules. 
The following lemma is straightforward and we give a proof for completeness.
Lemma 3.7. Assume that A is a noetherian local ring and that M is a finite Amodule.
(b) If A is universally catenary and M is equidimensional, then M is equidimensional as A-module. Q ∈ Min A ( A/Q ce ) and using the fact that A/Q c is formally equidimensional, we get
Proof. (a). It follows that Q
To prove our main result, Theorem 3.13, we need to know the properties of a generalized Cohen-Macaulay module in terms of certain prime ideals p which A/p has uniform local cohomological annihilators. In this connection, we will prove that "a local equidimensional ring A is generalized Cohen-Macaulay if and only if A/p has uniform local cohomological annihilators for all p ∈ Spec A and non-CM(M ) ⊆ {m}" (see Corollary 3.12) which is interesting on its own.
Recall the following definition. The following remark is easy but we bring it here for completeness and future reference. (ii) M is a g.CM module.
Proof. Note that A/p A has a uniform local cohomological annihilator and so A/p is formally equidimensional. Thus, by [8, Theorem 31.7] , A is universally catenary. 
Now we can state a criterion for an equidimensional local ring to be a g.CM ring in terms of uniform local cohomological annihilators.
Corollary 3.12. Assume that A is an equidimensional noetherian local ring. The following statements are equivalent.
(ii) A/p has a uniform local cohomological annihilator for all p ∈ Spec A and non-CM(A) ⊆ {m}. 7] . The rest is the subject of Remark 3.10.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). We know that
(ii)⇒(i) is immediate from Lemma 3.11.
We are now able to prove that any minimal element of non-CM(M ) is either an attached prime of H i m (M ) for some i or A p is not a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Theorem 3.13. Assume that (A, m) is a catenary local ring and that M is a finite equidimensional A-module. Then
Proof. Choose p ∈ Min (non-CM(M )). As A is catenary and M is equidimensional, M p is also equidimensional as A p -module. Assume that A p is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. For each q ∈ Spec (A) with q ⊆ p, A p /qA p has a uniform local cohomological annihilator (c.f. [17, Corollary 3.3] ). Therefore, by Lemma 3.11, M p is a g.CM
, where t = dim (A/p). Now the result follows. 
where H i M denotes the ith cohomology module of the Cousin complex C A (M ).
The following result gives a characterization of a finite module which admits a uniform local cohomological annihilator in terms of a certain set of formal fibres of the ground ring. 
We show that ( ∩
p. Otherwise, by the finiteness
q is a faithfully flat ring homomorphism and its fibre ring over pA p is ((A p /pA p ) ⊗ A A) q which is Cohen-Macaulay by our assumption.
Therefore, by the standard dimension and depth formulas, M p is not Cohen-Macaulay.
This contradicts with the fact that dim Ap (M p ) = 0.
Thus we take an element r ∈ ( We may assume that q ∈ Min (non-CM ( A/p A)) and that (q ∩ A) ∩ (A \ p) = ∅. In other words, non-CM (( A/p A) q ) = {q A q } and q ∩ A = p.
Let us replace A and M in Lemma 3.11 by A q and ( A/p A) q , respectively. As
is finite. (ii) The Cousin complex C A (A/p) is finite for all p ∈ Spec (A).
(iii) A/p has a uniform local cohomological annihilator for all p ∈ Spec (A). Our final goal is to investigate the relationship between non-CM(M ) and V(a(M )).
We will see that non-CM(M ) = V(a(M )) whenever C A (M ) is finite. However, the following statement holds true whenever C A (M ) is not finite. 
Hence depth M p = dim M p that is contradiction. Now assume that h > 0. For any q ∈ Supp A (M ) with q ⊂ p we have q ∈ V(a(M )) so that A/q has a uniform local annihilator by induction hypothesis. As p ∈ V(a(M )), In Corollary 4.5, it is shown that, for a finite A-module M , non-CM(M ) = V(a(M )) whenever C A (M ) is finite. In the following we characterize those modules satisfying this equality without assuming that the Cousin complex of M to be finite.
Theorem 4.7.
For an equidimensional A-module M , the following statements are equivalent.
(i) A/q has a uniform local cohomological annihilator for all q ∈ CM(M ).
(i ′ ) A/q A is equidimensional A-module and the formal fibre ring (A q /qA q ) ⊗ A A is Cohen-Macaulay for all q ∈ CM(M ).
(ii) non-CM(M ) = V(a(M )).
(iii) non-CM(M ) ⊇ V(a(M )).
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (i ′ ) is the subject of Theorem 4.2. (iii)=⇒(i). Assume that q ∈ CM(M ) so that q ⊇ a(M ) by our assumption. Now Proposition 4.6 implies that A/q has a uniform local cohomological annihilator.
